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Abstract: In this paper, we mainly propose the approximate solutions to solve the integration problems numerically using
the quadrature method including the Trapezoidal method, Simpson’s 1/3 method, and Simpson’s 3/8 method. The three
proposed methods are quite workable and practically well suitable for solving integration problems. Through the MATLAB
program, our numerical solutions are determined as well as compared with the exact values to verify the higher accuracy of the
proposed methods. Some numerical examples have been utilized to give the accuracy rate and simple implementation of our
methods. In this study, we have compared the performance of our solutions and the computational attempt of our proposed
methods. Moreover, we explore and calculate the errors of the three proposed methods for the sake of showing our
approximate solution’s superiority. Then, among these three methods, we analyzed the approximate errors to prove which
method shows more appropriate results. We also demonstrated the approximate results and observed errors to give clear idea
graphically. Therefore, from the analysis, we can point out that only the minimum error is in Simpson’s 1/3 method which will
beneficial for the readers to understand the effectiveness in solving the several numerical integration problems.
Keywords: Numerical Integration, Trapezoidal Method, Simpson’s One-Third Method, Simpson’s Three-eighth’s Method

1. Introduction
Numerical integration is the procedure of finding the
approximate value of a definite integral. It is the approximate
calculation of an integral with the help of numerical methods.
In numerical integration, quadrature is a word that means the
integration of a function that has a single variable and
cubature to mean the numerical computation of multiple
integrals. There are so many methods are available for
numerical integration. Newton-Cotes formulas which are also
known as quadrature formulas is a numerical integration
technique that approximates a function
at a sequence of
regularly spaced intervals. Numerical methods are commonly
used for solving mathematical problems that are applied in
science and engineering where it is difficult or even
impossible to obtain exact solutions. It plays a vital role to
solve mathematical problems in the numerical integration

field. There are lots of numerical integral problems whose
solutions cannot be achieved in closed form by using well
known analytical methods, where we have to use the
numerical methods to get the approximate solution of the
definite integral problems under the prescribed conditions.
Besides, there are various types of practical numerical
methods for solving integral problems. Numerical techniques
are important to evaluate the solutions of common and
complicated problems easily. Nowadays the methods of
numerical integrations based on information theory. Which
developed to simulate information systems such as computercontrolled systems, communication systems, etc.
From the literature view, we can realize that many
researchers have tried to achieve good results and accuracy
quickly by using numerical methods. Mazzia et al. described
and compared some numerical quadrature rules with the aim
of preserving the MLPG solution accuracy and at the same
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time reducing its computational cost [1]. Different numerical
rules are interpreted to count an approximate value of a
definite integral to a given accuracy in the book of Davis et
al., J. Douglas Fairs et al., S. S. Sastry, and L. Ridgway Scott
[2, 3, 4, 5]. Joulaian, M. et al. proposed a numerical approach
suitable for integrating broken elements with a low number
of integration points [6]. Also, Md. Jashim Uddin et al.
presented the complete conception about numerical
integration including Newton-Cotes formulas and compared
the rate of performance or the rate of accuracy of
Trapezoidal, Simpson’s 1/3, and Simpson’s 3/8 [7]. Jüttler, B.
et al. presented a detailed case study of different quadrature
schemes for isogeometric discretizations of partial
differential equations on closed surfaces with Loop’s
subdivision scheme [8]. ur Rehman, M. et al. developed a
numerical method to obtain approximate solutions for a
certain class of fractional differential equations [9]. However,
Thiagarajan, V. et al. demonstrated the application of AW
integration scheme in the context of the Finite Cell Method
which must perform numerical integration over arbitrary
domains without meshing [10]. Gerry Sozio discussed a
detailed summary of different techniques of numerical
integration [11]. Tornabene, F. et al. have investigated and
compared the accuracy and convergence behavior of two
different numerical approaches based on Differential
Quadrature (DQ) and Integral Quadrature (IQ) methods,
respectively, when applied to the free vibration analysis of
laminated plates and shells [12]. Rajesh Kumar Sinha et al.
have worked to evaluate an integral polynomial discarding
Taylor series [13]. Mahboubi, A. et al. presented an efficient
method for automatically computing and proving bounds on
some definite integrals inside the Coq formal system [14].
Yang WY et al. have explained into detail the Romberg rule,
Richardson’s extrapolation, Gauss quadrature, Euler method,
and so forth [15]. Concepcion Ausin, M. compared various
numerical integration producers and examined about more
advanced numerical integration procedures [16].
What’s more, Chakraborty, S. presented optimal numerical
integration schemes for a family of Polygonal Finite
Elements with Schwarz–Christoffel (SC) conformal mapping
with improved convergence properties [17]. Chapra SC
showed in Applied Numerical Methods with MATLAB to
learn and apply numerical methods to solve problems in
engineering and science [18]. Mettle, F. O. propounded a
numerical integration method that provides improved
estimates as compared to the Newton-Cotes methods of
integration [19]. Smyth, G. K. focused on the process of
approximating a definite integral from values of the integrand
when exact mathematical integration is not available [20].
Furthermore, Marinov, T. et al. used the three basic methods
which are the Midpoint, the Trapezoidal, and Simpson’s rules
[21]. Kwasi A. et al. proposed a numerical integration
method using polynomial interpolation that provides
improved estimates as compared to the Newton-Cotes
methods of integration [22]. Also, Mir Md. Moheuddin et al.
discussed to find out the best method through iterative
methods for solving the nonlinear equation [23]. Md. Jashim

Uddin et al. presented a central difference interpolation
method which is derived from the combination of Gauss’s
third formula, Gauss’s Backward formula and Gauss’s
forward formula [24]. Zheng, C. et al. considered the
Numerical computation of a nonlocal diffusion equation on
the real axis in their paper [25].
In the present work, we discussed the numerical
approximate solutions based on Newton-cotes methods for
solving the definite integral problems. We have analyzed our
numerical results obtained by the three proposed methods
which are compared with the exact values. We have also
graphically represented our discussion which obtained by our
proposed methods and errors as well. Here we find a more
accurate result comparing with exact results. Finally, we
make our decision that Simpson’s 1/3 rule is very close to
analytical solutions.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we
introduce an overview of the numerical evaluation
procedures that are utilized in the next section. Section 3
shows some numerical examples to get accuracy. In section 4
we highlight the discussion of our results. Finally, section 5
includes a conclusion and recommendations of our tasks.

2. Numerical Evaluation Procedures
In this section we utilize three different procedures to solve
numerical integration problems which are shown below:
2.1. Procedure -1
In numerical analysis, the trapezoidal rule or method is an
idea for approximating the definite integral, the average of
the left and right sums as well as usually imparts a better
approximation than either does individually.
=
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This rule is acquainted as the trapezoidal rule.
2.2. Procedure -2
In numerical integration, the Simpson’s 1/3 rule is a
1
numerical scheme for discovering the integral %2
within
some finite limits a and b. Simpson’s 1/3 rule approximates f
(x) with a polynomial of degree two p (x), i.e a parabola
between the two limits a and b, and then searches the integral
of that bounded parabola which is applied to exhibit the
1
approximate integral %2
. Besides, Simpson’s one-third
rule is a tract of trapezoidal rule therein the integrand is
approximated through a second-order polynomial.
Also, Cotes-Newton known-well the from know we
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This formula is known as Simpson’s three-eighths rule.
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3. Numerical Examples

When n is even.
Adding these all integrals, we obtain,
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Simpson’s three-eight rule is a process for approximating a
definite integral by evaluating the integrand at finitely many
points and based upon a cubic interpolation rather than a
quadratic interpolation. The difference is Simpson’s 3/8
method applies a third-degree polynomial (cubic) to calculate
the curve.
Further, Cotes-Newton known-well the from know we
that formula quadrature general

(2)

Now, putting n = 2 in the formula (2) and neglecting the
third and higher difference we get,
%
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This formula is known as Simpson’s one-third rule. If the
number of sub-divisions of the interval is even then this
method is only applied.

In this section, we take into account three numerical
examples in order to verify the accuracy of our propounded
methods. With the help of this method, we evaluate the
desired numerical approximations as well as errors to
demonstrate which numerical methods converge better to
exact value. we have given a more robust analysis of our
proposed methods as well. All of the calculations are
achieved by MATLAB R2013a software. Numerical
solutions and errors are calculated and the outcomes are
introduced graphically.
Example-1: we consider the numerical integration problem
!.
is % . sin
− log
+D
.
The
numerical
approximations and errors using three proposed methods are
represented in tables 1-2 and the graphs of the
approximations solutions, as well as errors, are exhibited in
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figures 1-2.
Table 1. Numerical approximations using three methods.
N

Approximate Solutions

Exact Value

Trapezoidal method

Simpson’s 1/3 method

Simpson’s 3/8 method

1

4.64021247696075

3.09347498464050

3.48015935772056

4.05094792986898

2

4.21973058090409

4.07956994888521

3.87715706408696

4.05094792986898

3

4.12967337664764

3.52580542377883

4.06585598910850

4.05094792986898

4

4.09627244867239

4.05511973792849

3.74577947456847

4.05094792986898

5

4.08033460852562

3.71028720907983

3.93741587311721

4.05094792986898

6

4.07151844721183

4.05213347073323

4.05299193050030

4.05094792986898

7

4.06614000830470

3.80001125488056

3.86381734404776

4.05094792986898

8

4.06262124164406

4.05140417263461

3.97316293577070

4.05094792986898

9

4.06019506903661

3.85256639673980

4.05151028058523

4.05094792986898

10

4.05845239330503

4.05115832156483

3.91665239016824

4.05094792986898

Table 2. Numerical errors using three methods.
N

Approximate Errors

Exact Value

Trapezoidal method

Simpson’s 1/3 method

Simpson’s 3/8 method

1

-0.58926454709176

0.95747294522847

0.57078857214841

4.05094792986898

2

-0.16878265103510

-0.02862201901623

0.17379086578201

4.05094792986898

3

-0.07872544677865

0.52514250609014

-0.01490805923952

4.05094792986898

4

-0.04532451880340

-0.00417180805951

0.30516845530050

4.05094792986898

5

-0.02938667865663

0.34066072078914

0.11353205675176

4.05094792986898

6

-0.02057051734285

-0.00118554086425

-0.00204400063132

4.05094792986898

7

-0.01519207843572

0.25093667498841

0.18713058582121

4.05094792986898

8

-0.01167331177507

-0.00045624276563

0.07778499409827

4.05094792986898

9

-0.00924713916762

0.19838153312917

-0.00056235071625

4.05094792986898

10

-0.00750446343604

-0.00021039169585

0.13429553970073

4.05094792986898

4.8
Trapezoidal method
Simpson’s 1/3 method
Simpson’s 3/8 method

4.6

Approximate Solutions

4.4
4.2
4
3.8
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3.2
3

1

2

3

4

5
6
Subdivisions

7

8

Figure 1. Observed approximate solutions for different subdivisions.
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Trapezoidal method
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0.4
0.2
0
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Figure 2. Observed approximate errors for different subdivisions.
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Example-2: Let the numerical integration problem is %!.
+
. The numerical approximations and errors using three
proposed methods are represented in tables 3-4 and the graphs of the approximations solutions, as well as errors, are exhibited
in figures 3-4.
Table 3. Numerical approximations using three methods.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Approximate Solutions
Simpson’s 1/3 method
0.56777777777777
0.84769841269841
0.75060606060606
0.84768315018315
0.78899970186905
0.84768228762507
0.80563300437006
0.84768214079346
0.81491981902041
0.84768210049419

Trapezoidal method
0.85166666666666
0.84869047619047
1.15048174048174
0.84793498168498
0.84784399724802
0.99751676622386
0.84776471515601
0.84774535101634
0.84773207317218
0.84772257468265

Exact Value

Simpson’s 3/8 method
0.84768210049419
0.79508928571428
0.84768939393939
0.79283310439560
0.82591616357069
0.84768255247803
0.81614743606979
0.83396525600450
0.84768216817729
0.82555470887229

0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178

1.3
Trapezoidal method
Simpson’s 1/3 method
Simpson’s 3/8 method

1.2
1.1
Approximate Solutions

N

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

1

2

3

4

5
6
Subdivisions

7

8

9

Figure 3. Observed approximate solutions for different subdivisions.
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Table 4. Numerical errors using three methods.
N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Approximate Errors
Simpson’s 1/3 method
0.27990429467400
-0.00001634024663
0.09707601184572
-0.00000107773136
0.05868237058272
-0.00000021517329
0.04204906808171
-0.00000006834168
0.03276225343136
-0.00000002804241

Trapezoidal method
-0.00398459421488
-0.00100840373869
-0.30279966802995
-0.00025290923320
-0.00016192479624
-0.14983469377207
-0.00008264270423
-0.00006327856456
-0.00005000072040
-0.00004050223087

Exact Value

Simpson’s 3/8 method
-0.00000002804241
0.05259278673749
-0.00000732148761
0.05484896805617
0.02176590888108
-0.00000048002625
0.03153463638198
0.01371681644727
-0.00000009572551
0.02212736357948

0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178
0.84768207245178

0.3
Trapezoidal method
Simpson’s 1/3 method
Simpson’s 3/8 method

0.2

Approximate Errors

0.1

0

-0.1

-0.2

-0.3

-0.4

1

2

3

4

5
6
Subdivisions

7

8

9

10

Figure 4. Observed approximate errors for different subdivisions.
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Example-3: we consider the numerical integration problem is % Fsin
+ cos
. The numerical approximations and
errors using three proposed methods are represented in tables 5-6 and the graphs of the approximations solutions, as well as
errors, are exhibited in figures 5-6.
Table 5. Numerical approximations using three methods.
N

Approximate Solutions

Exact Value

Trapezoidal method

Simpson’s 1/3 method

Simpson’s 3/8 method

1

1.08774426638548

0.72516284425698

0.81580819978911

1.13935597250519

2

1.12632558637474

1.13918602637116

1.06316423472431

1.13935597250519

3

1.13355159852665

1.00634484351165

1.13927751504430

1.13935597250519

4

1.13608827134762

1.13934249967191

1.06467003958875

1.13935597250519

5

1.13726381074682

1.06013178950946

1.10941796814202

1.13935597250519

6

1.33133642075231

1.13935315250086

1.13934991121138

1.13935597250519

7

1.30446649710489

1.08294344801196

1.09700822610609

1.13935597250519

8

1.13853836295454

1.13935506015685

1.12076153083630

1.13935597250519

9

1.13870992145775

1.09555534285856

1.13935471182413

1.13935597250519

10

1.25558990651366

1.13935559476906

1.10979541857887

1.13935597250519
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1.4
Trapezoidal method
Simpson’s 1/3 method
Simpson’s 3/8 method

1.3

Approximate Solutions

1.2

1.1

1

0.9

0.8

0.7

1

2

3

4

5
6
Subdivisions

7

8

9

10

Figure 5. Observed approximate solutions for different subdivisions.
Table 6. Numerical errors using three methods.
N

Approximate Errors

Exact Value

Trapezoidal method

Simpson’s 1/3 method

Simpson’s 3/8 method

1

0.05161170611971

0.41419312824820

0.32354777271608

1.13935597250519

2

0.01303038613044

0.00016994613402

0.07619173778088

1.13935597250519

3

0.00580437397853

0.13301112899353

0.00007845746089

1.13935597250519

4

0.00326770115757

0.00001347283327

0.07468593291644

1.13935597250519

5

0.00209216175837

0.07922418299573

0.02993800436317

1.13935597250519

6

-0.19198044824711

0.00000282000432

0.00000606129381

1.13935597250519

7

-0.16511052459969

0.05641252449323

0.04234774639910

1.13935597250519

8

0.00081760955065

0.00000091234834

0.01859444166888

1.13935597250519

9

0.00064605104744

0.04380062964662

0.00000126068105

1.13935597250519

10

-0.11623393400846

0.00000037773612

0.02956055392632

1.13935597250519

0.5
Trapezoidal method
Simpson’s 1/3 method
Simpson’s 3/8 method

0.4

Approximate Errors

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

-0.1

-0.2

1

2

3

4

5
6
Subdivisions

7

8

Figure 6. Observed approximate errors for different subdivisions.
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4. Discussion of Results
Tables 1, 3, and 5 present a comparison between
approximate results and exact solution with three proposed
methods and tables 2, 4, and 6 impart the numerical errors.
Graphically representations for each example are shown in
figures 1-2, figures 3-4, figures 5-6 where even subdivision
like 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 of Simpson’s 1/3 method display more
correct solution and fewer errors as well. From the above
tables and graphs, we can figure out that the numerical solution
converges at a quicker rate only for Simpson’s 1/3 method
when the condition of the subdivision is even. On the other
hand, approximate solution in case of other methods tends to
converge slowly. Among the three proposed rules, Simpson’s
1/3 rule delivers very good accuracy as well as less error for
each example when compared to the exact solution. Finally,
we observe that Simpson’s 1/3 method’s solution is more
accurate and appropriate than the other mentioned method’s
solution and Simpson’s 1/3 method is the most effective
method for solving definite integral problems.

5. Conclusion and Recommendatons
5.1. Conclusion
In this article, Trapezoidal, Simpson’s 1/3, Simpson’s 3/8
methods are used for solving integral problems numerically. To
gain the desired accuracy level of numerical solutions we have
taken some subdivisions sequentially where even subdivisions
for Simpson’s 1/3 method give good agreement in comparison
with the exact values. Comparing the approximate results and
errors of each problem, Trapezoidal, Simpson’s 3/8 methods
became less accurate because of their very slow convergence.
Besides, Simpson’s 1/3 methods solution is more convergent,
even it is faster when compared to the other proposed methods.
Lastly, it was found usually that Simpson’s 1/3 method is the
best useful and reliable rule in finding the approximate solutions
for various integral problems.
5.2. Recommendations
In future research, we have the plan to develop these
methods for analyzing and forecasting value among the
competitors in economics, business, network systems, etc.
Also, we plan to study more with numerical methods and
updating our solutions with lots of analyzing factor.
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